Unlocking epigenetic codes in neurogenesis
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During embryonic and adult neurogenesis, neuronal stem cells follow a highly conserved path of differentiation to give rise to functional neurons at various developmental stages. Epigenetic regulation—including DNA modifications, histone modifications, and noncoding regulatory RNAs, such as microRNA (miRNA) and long noncoding RNA (lncRNA)—plays a pivotal role in embryonic and adult neurogenesis. Here we review the latest in our understanding of the epigenetic regulation in neurogenesis, with a particular focus on newly identified cytosine modifications and their dynamics, along with our perspective for future studies.

Neurogenesis generates various functional neural cell types from multipotent neural stem cells (NSCs) in the mammalian central nervous system (CNS), a process originally thought to occur only during embryonic development [Ming and Song 2005, 2011]. The development of live cell labeling techniques, such as bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation, has revolutionized our view on the spatial and temporal progress of neurogenesis by directly tracing different cell lineages in vivo [Gage 2000; Gotz and Huttner 2005; Lledo et al. 2006; Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009; Ming and Song 2011]. It is now clear that neurogenesis is not restricted to the embryonic stage; adult neurogenesis takes place in particular zones of the mammalian brain throughout its life span and possibly correlates with complicated neuronal activities, such as learning and memory [Gage 2000; Gupta et al. 2002; Gotz and Huttner 2005; Ming and Song 2005, 2011; Lledo et al. 2006; Miller and Gauthier 2007; Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009; Okano and Temple 2009; Hsieh and Eisch 2010, Li and Jin 2010; Ma et al. 2010; Mateus-Pinheiro et al. 2011; Prunšík et al. 2011; Jobe et al. 2012].

The word “epigenetics” was first proposed by Waddington (1939) in the middle of the 20th century; the term is derived from the Greek words for “over” or “above” genetics to describe the molecular events involved in early undifferentiated embryonic development. Epigenetics is now broadly defined as the heritable changes in gene expression and function that do not alter DNA sequence [Holliday and Pugh 1975; Jaenisch and Bird 2003; Goldberg et al. 2007; Felsenfeld 2014]. The vast majority of the cells in an organism share identical DNA sequence; however, precise epigenetic controls determine distinct cell types with stable gene expression profiles and phenotypes [Goldberg et al. 2007]. Most epigenetic studies in the past decades focused on the covalent or noncovalent dynamic modifications of DNA and histone proteins and the impact of these modifications on transcription states. Recent work also introduced noncoding regulatory RNAs, such as microRNA (miRNA) and long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), as another layer of epigenetic regulation transcriptionally or post-transcriptionally [Bernstein and Allis 2005; Bartel 2009; Batista and Chang 2013]. Both embryonic and adult neurogenesis share major principles and can be viewed as a classic case of stem cell differentiation processes [Ma et al. 2010]. In these processes, epigenetic modulations delicately orchestrate with extracellular environmental cues to determine the spatial and temporal expression of key regulators in neural stem/progenitor cells to control their proliferation, fate specification, and differentiation [Liu and Zhao 2009; Hsieh and Eisch 2010; Li and Jin 2010; Ma et al. 2010; Mateus-Pinheiro et al. 2011; Prunšík et al. 2011; Jobe et al. 2012].

In this review, we summarize the current knowledge of epigenetic regulation in neurogenesis. We begin by describing various aspects of embryonic and adult neurogenesis and their potential regulatory mechanisms. We then discuss the epigenetic modulations— including DNA modifications, histone modifications, and noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs)—and their regulation of key steps of neurogenesis in vivo and in vitro. We focus in particular on the recently defined cytosine modification derivate for its roles in neurogenesis.

Fundamentals of neurogenesis and regulatory mechanisms

Embryonic neurogenesis

Embryonic neurogenesis in mice usually starts at embryonic day 8 (E8) and reaches its plateau around E14 [Fig. 1A;...
Li and Jin (2010). At E8–E10, the neuroepithelial cells located within the ventricular zone (VZ) and subventricular zone (SVZ) start undergoing transformation, acquire astroglial properties, and are hence termed "radial glial" cells (RGs) due to their spatial and morphological arrangements (Fig. 1A; Gotz and Huttner 2005; Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009). RGs possess fate-restricted NSC features that can either give rise to neurons directly or generate nIPCs, which can be further differentiated into neurons. During development, RGs can also generate IPCs, which can differentiate into oIPCs and aIPCs. These intermediate progenitors can differentiate into their lineage destinations and eventually form a functional interneuron network. (A) E14–E16 mouse brains, VZ, and SVZ harboring major neurogenesis activity are highlighted. Neuroepithelial cells are activated around E8 and develop into early RGs around E14. RGs can either give rise to neurons directly or generate nIPCs, which can be further differentiated into neurons. During development, RGs can also generate IPCs, which can differentiate into oIPCs and aIPCs. These intermediate progenitors can differentiate into their lineage destinations and eventually form a functional interneuron network. (B) Adult neurogenesis in the subgranular zone (SGZ). Quiescent RGs, also called B cells, become activated upon adult neurogenesis and produce transit amplifying cells (also termed C cells). C cells generate neuroblasts, which undergo a maturation process by migrating through the rostral migratory stream (RMS) and become interneurons in the olfactory bulb (OB). RGs (also known as type I progenitors) in the dentate gyrus (DG) give rise to nIPCs (referred to as type II progenitors or D cells). Immature type II progenitors migrate to the inner granule cell (GC) layers and differentiate into neuroblasts. Neuroblasts become immature neurons and undergo synaptic integration to merge into the existing circuitry.

Figure 1. Embryonic and adult neurogenesis. (A) E14–E16 mouse brains, VZ, and SVZ harboring major neurogenesis activity are highlighted. Neuroepithelial cells are activated around E8 and develop into early RGs around E14. RGs can either give rise to neurons directly or generate nIPCs, which can be further differentiated into neurons. During development, RGs can also generate IPCs, which can differentiate into oIPCs and aIPCs. These intermediate progenitors can differentiate into their lineage destinations and eventually form a functional interneuron network. (B) Adult neurogenesis in the subgranular zone (SGZ). Quiescent RGs, also called B cells, become activated upon adult neurogenesis and produce transit amplifying cells (also termed C cells). C cells generate neuroblasts, which undergo a maturation process by migrating through the rostral migratory stream (RMS) and become interneurons in the olfactory bulb (OB). RGs (also known as type I progenitors) in the dentate gyrus (DG) give rise to nIPCs (referred to as type II progenitors or D cells). Immature type II progenitors migrate to the inner granule cell (GC) layers and differentiate into neuroblasts. Neuroblasts become immature neurons and undergo synaptic integration to merge into the existing circuitry.
surface through adherens junctions to maintain their multipotency [Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009]. On the other hand, the expression of glial markers in RGS is associated with their neurogenic specificity. The expression of these markers is subject to precise epigenetic regulation. In addition, it appears that the RGS are highly heterogeneous, serving as fate-restricted progenitors with the ability to differentiate into various neural subtypes in both embryonic and adult neurogenesis [Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009, Ming and Song 2011]. Both identity and differentiation potential are determined by the orchestration between extracellular signals—such as Notch, Wnt/b-catenin, and Sonic hedgehog [SHH] [Maier et al. 2011; Imayoshi et al. 2013]—and intrinsic regulators [such as transcription factors] [Long et al. 2009] as well as epigenetic modifiers [Hsieh and Eisch 2010; Jove et al. 2012; Pattaroni and Jacob 2013]. Many of these transcription factors, like Pax6 (Balmer et al. 2012) and DiI2 (Lim et al. 2009), are heavily controlled by distinct epigenetic modulations, such as promoter DNA/histone modifications or post-transcriptional regulation by ncRNAs. The detailed epigenetic mechanisms involved in both embryonic and adult neurogenesis are discussed below.

Adult neurogenesis

Adult neurogenesis occurs mainly in two specific regions of the adult brain: the SVZ and subgranular zone (SGZ) of the hippocampal dentate gyrus [DG] [Fig. 1B; Gage 2000; Ming and Song 2005, 2011; Lledo et al. 2006; Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009; Hsieh and Eisch 2010; Gage and Temple 2013]. The adult SVZ, a region closely related to the embryonic SVZ, where embryonic neurogenesis takes place as described, harbors postnatal RGS that are relatively quiescent and known as B cells. Upon adult neurogenesis in the SVZ, B cells first give rise to transient amplifying cells [also termed C cells], which function as nIPC. C cells can then differentiate into neuroblasts [A cells], which become immature/migrating neurons that travel in chains to the olfactory bulb [OB] through the rostral migratory stream [RMS]. The immature neurons convert to their mature form in the OB by differentiating into different subtypes of local interneurons [Gage 2000; Lledo et al. 2006; Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009; Ming and Song 2011]. It has been suggested that ñ30,000 neuroblasts exit the rodent SVZ for the RMS each day, indicating that there is vigorous neurogenic activity in the SVZ on a daily basis [Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2001].

Another major region that generates nascent neurons in the adult mammalian brain is the DG of the hippocampus [Gage 2000; Lledo et al. 2006; Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla 2009; Ming and Song 2011]. Similar to embryonic and adult neurogenesis in the SVZ, radial astrocytes [also referred to as type I progenitors] in the SGZ work as primary NSCs in the DG [Fig. 1B; Filippov et al. 2003; Fukuda et al. 2003]. Unlike RGS in embryonic neurogenesis, which can give rise directly to neurons, radial astrocytes in the SGZ produce nIPCs, referred to as type II progenitors or D cells [Filippov et al. 2003; Fukuda et al. 2003; Seri et al. 2004]. Immature D cells migrate into the inner granule cell [GC] layer and differentiate into dentate GCs in the hippocampus [Ming and Song 2011]. Finally, the nascent neurons will undergo synaptic integration and merge into the existing circuitry [Ge et al. 2008]. It has been proposed that ñ9000 new cells can be generated in young adult rats [Cameron and McKay 2001], playing a significant role in hippocampal function.

Both B cells in adult SVZ and type I progenitor cells retain some important properties of embryonic RGS, serving as bona fide NSCs in adult neurogenesis. For example, these cell types both express GFAP, GLAST, and other astroglial markers as well as stem cell markers, such as Nestin and Sox2 [Suh et al. 2007; Colak et al. 2008; Platel et al. 2009]. In fact, the adult neurogenesis in both the SVZ and SGZ shares critical periods, such as the transition from intermediate progenitor to the neuroblast stage as well as the immature neuron integration stage [Tashiro et al. 2006; Platel et al. 2010]. Both regions contain blood vessels adjacent to the NSCs and their progenies that deliver substantial extracellular signaling molecules to the vicinity of B cells and type I progenitor cells [Ming and Song 2005]. Therefore, many intrinsic pathways and players that regulate SVZ- and SGZ-based neurogenesis, along with embryonic neurogenesis, are highly conserved. Nevertheless, the impact of extracellular elements, the neurogenic niche, and environment on neurogenesis in the SVZ and SGZ could be quite different [Lledo et al. 2006; Hsieh and Eisch 2010; Ming and Song 2011].

Intrinsic factors that determine NSC self-renewal and differentiation in neurogenesis are usually cell cycle regulators, transcription factors, and epigenetic factors [Zhao et al. 2008]. As mentioned for embryonic neurogenesis, the intrinsic factors are subject to multiple layers of epigenetic regulation and are discussed later. The main extracellular factors influencing neurogenesis would be signal transducing morphogens, growth factors, neurotrophins, cytokines, and hormones [Lledo et al. 2006]. For instance, as with embryonic neurogenesis, the SHH signaling pathway is required for progenitor cell maintenance, and loss of SHH results in a dramatic reduction of neural progenitor cells [NPCs] in both the SVZ and SGZ as well as abnormalities in the DG and OB. Stimulation of the SHH causes increased proliferation of progenitor cells [Machold et al. 2003]. Ablation of the Notch receptor promotes rapid differentiation of NSCs into transient amplifying cells and neurons, resulting in the permanent loss of long-term neurogenesis [Imayoshi et al. 2010]. In contrast, BMP inhibits neurogenesis and directs glial differentiation [Lim et al. 2000]. These data suggest that neurogenic plasticity could be regulated by extracellular signaling.

Stem cells constantly interact with their microenvironment, which is defined as the “stem cell niche” [Li and Xie 2005]. In both the SVZ and SGZ, the neurogenic niche consists of endothelial cells and astrocytes. Endothelial cells promote the self-renewal of NSCs by releasing vascular-derived factors [VEGFs] [Jin et al. 2002; Cao et al. 2004], whereas astrocytes direct NSCs to differentiate by releasing Wnt3, IL-1ß, and IL-6 [Lie et al. 2005; Barkho et al. 2006]. Differentiated neurons can also participate in the feedback
regulation of stem cell fate by releasing neurotransmitters such as GABA (Ge et al. 2006). These findings highlight the importance of a homeostatic neurogenic niche for proper neurogenesis. Environmental factors also contribute to neurogenesis. For example, physical exercise and an enriched environment promote cell proliferation and new neuron survival (Kempermann et al. 1997; van Praag et al. 2002). In the mouse OB and rat DG, learning influences the proliferation and survival of new neurons, depending on the age and specific learning phase in the mouse OB and rat DG, thereby directly linking neurogenesis with learning and memory formation (Drapeau et al. 2007; Mouret et al. 2008).

Although neurogenesis in the SVZ and SGZ shares many similarities, it is different in several respects. Hippocampal neurogenesis is located solely in the DG, which is exposed to a dense neuronal environment and faces regulation from various neurotransmitters. The SVZ is segregated from the OB, where mature neurons form an interneuron network (Ming and Song 2011). In addition, NSCs in the adult brain differ by location even though they originate from the same regions. For example, regional labeling of neonatal RG and adult SVZ B cells shows that NSCs originating from different location in the postnatal SVZ generate different types of OB interneurons (Merkle et al. 2004, 2007). Transcriptional factors, such as Pax6 or Sp8, are selectively expressed in a subpopulation of migrating neurons in the RMS (Hack et al. 2005; Waclaw et al. 2006). Taken together, these findings suggest that NSCs are regionally heterogeneous, programmed to express and determine different neuronal subtypes. Again, most of these transcription factors are undergoing tight epigenetic regulation and have led many scientists to explore the epigenetic aspects of neurogenesis.

Although adult neurogenesis occurs predominantly in the SVZ and SGZ, recent work suggests that it could also occur in other brain regions, including both the hypothalamus and striatum (Cheng 2013; Sousa-Ferreira et al. 2014). NSCs are present in the hypothalamus and can differentiate into neuropeptide-expressing neurons (Markakis et al. 2004). Hypothalamic neurogenesis was found to play an important role in energy balance (Kokoeva et al. 2005). Moreover, ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF)-induced weight loss in obese rodents could be attributed to neurogenesis in feeding centers of the murine hypothalamus; mitotic blockers eliminate this process and abrogate the long-term effects of CNTF (Kokoeva et al. 2005). Using genetic fate mapping, Lee et al. (2012) demonstrated that hypothalamic radial glia-like ependymal cells, known as tanyocytes, are the NSCs in the ventral hypothalamic VZ. It appears that hypothalamic neurogenesis serves as a response center to physiological and pathological stimuli. On the other hand, targeted apoptotic degeneration of corticothalamic neurons can induce neurogenesis, raising the possibility that the striatum may also possess neurogenic ability (Magavi et al. 2000). Analysis in adult monkeys supports this hypothesis by showing that 5%–10% of newborn BrdU+ striatal cells express the mature neuron marker neuronal nuclear antigen [NeuN] (Bedard et al. 2002). A very recent study confirms striatal neurogenesis in humans and, interestingly, shows that Huntington’s disease (HD) patients display impaired neurogenesis in the striatum, a primary region affected by HD (Ernst et al. 2014). Given these findings, further investigation of the molecular regulatory mechanisms governing neurogenesis in the hypothalamus and striatum is warranted.

Epigenetic regulation

Neurogenesis involves various cell types with distinct properties. However, these cells share the same genome, being derived from the same zygote, emphasizing the key roles of epigenetic regulation in neurogenesis. Residing in the neurogenic niche, NSCs and their differentiated neural cells are exposed to a variety of extracellular and environmental cues. Nevertheless, it is obvious that these stimuli fulfill their functions by coordinating with an intracellular network and relying on transcription factors to activate or repress gene expression. During these steps, epigenetic modulations determine the DNA and histone accessibility of critical genes, fine-tune the expression of transcription factors or neurogenic genes, and shape the transcriptome landscape. Takahashi and Yamanaka (2006) identified four transcription factors that can reverse cell lineage commitment by turning fibroblasts into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), which recapitulate many features of embryonic stem cells (ESCs). These factors are permanently silenced epigenetically in fibroblasts, ensuring the correct cellular identity for fibroblasts (Stadtfeld and Hochdelinger 2010). In fact, epigenetic regulations in ESC and iPSC maintenance and differentiation have been well studied (Hemberger et al. 2009; Liang and Zhang 2013). In comparison, epigenetic regulation in mammalian neurogenesis has only emerged as a major focus in recent years (Hsieh and Eisch 2010; Ma et al. 2010; Mateus-Pinheiro et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2011b; Jöbe et al. 2012; Pattaroni and Jacob 2013). Why do many epigenetic regulators possess dual roles in inhibiting and promoting neurogenesis? How does the dynamic plasticity of DNA modifications, especially the newly identified cytosine modification variants, impact the process of neurogenesis? The role of histone modifications in neurogenesis has been extensively studied over the past decade, and several excellent reviews have covered this topic in depth (Hsieh and Eisch 2010; Ma et al. 2010; Pereira et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2011b; Jöbe et al. 2012). Given this and the rapid progresses toward understanding the dynamics of cytosine modifications made in recent years, we focus our discussion on the role of dynamic DNA methylation/demethylation in neurogenesis.

DNA methylation

_Cytosine methylation and DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) in neurogenesis_

First described >60 years ago (Hotchkiss 1948), DNA methylation is one of the best-characterized cytosine covalent modifications; for decades, it remained the only known direct functional epigenetic modification on the
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DNA hypomethylation caused by the ablation of Dnmt1 activates the JAK–STAT astrogliogenic pathway and accelerates the glial differentiation process [Fan et al. 2005]. Methyl-binding proteins, such as MeCP2, are found to bind and secure the methylation of glial gene promoters in early NPCs from wild-type animals and inhibit the premature expression of these genes (Fan et al. 2005). On the other hand, retinal NPCs with the loss of Dnmt1 continue to proliferate but show ectopic cell cycle progression with accumulated G-phase cells. Post-mitotic neurons display defective terminal differentiation and result in rapid retinal degeneration [Rhee et al. 2012]. These findings suggest multiple roles for Dnmt1 in regulating different steps of neurogenesis, possibly by modulating the methylation status of different subsets of genes.

Mice that lack functional Dnmt3a in the CNS appear to be grossly normal at birth but die prematurely with the acquisition of developmental defects, including hypopigmentation and defective motor coordination (Nguyen et al. 2007). Wu et al. [2010] showed that Dnmt3a deletion impairs postnatal neurogenesis in both the SVZ and SGZ; 10-fold fewer neurons are differentiated from Dnmt3a-null NSCs. Genome-wide Dnmt3a occupancy and site-specific DNA methylation analyses in adult NSCs reveal that Dnmt3a methylates intergenic regions and gene bodies flanking proximal promoters of many neurogenesis-related genes, such as Dlx2, Neurog2, Sp8, and Gbx2. It is surprising that Dnmt3a not only mediates repression of self-renewing NSCs by methylating the promoter of key neural genes but also antagonizes repressive histone marker H3K27 trimethylation (H3K27me3) and its writer Polycomb (PcG) group proteins, indicating potential cross-talk between DNA methylation and histone modifications in neurogenesis [Wu et al. 2010]. In a separate study, in vitro Dnmt3a-null NSCs derived from ESCs display precocious glial differentiation and enhanced proliferation [Wu et al. 2012]. These data highlight the importance of Dnmt3a in neurogenesis and indicate that Dnmt3a works with other epigenetic factors to orchestrate a correct neurogenic path.

Although Dnmt3b is only expressed during a defined period in embryonic neurogenesis, it appears that methylation of certain differentiation markers in early stage NSCs by Dnmt3b is critical for maintaining their stemness. Knockdown of Dnmt3b in neuroepithelium accelerated maturation [Martins-Taylor et al. 2012]; however, retinoic acid could induce neuronal differentiation in embryonic carcinoma P19 cells, which led to the up-regulation of Dnmt3b but the down-regulation of Dnmt1 and Dnmt3a. Increased Dnmt3b expression caused transcriptional repression of dipeptidyl peptidase 6 (Dpp6) by directly methylating its promoter. Moreover, the over-expression of Dpp6 or knockdown of Dnmt3b inhibited neuronal differentiation [Sheikh et al. 2013]. These data imply that epigenetic regulation is precisely controlled in different cellular contexts.

Methyl-CpG-binding proteins (MBPs) in neurogenesis

MBPs are also indispensable for correctly interpreting existing methylation markers and critical for neurogen-
It has been shown that MBD1, which usually binds to hypermethylated promoters and regulates gene expression (Hendrich and Bird 1998), serves as a vital element in neurogenesis. MBD1 is expressed throughout the brain, with the highest concentration in the hippocampus (in both neurons and immature cells but not in astrocytes). In vitro cultured MBD1-null NSCs display impaired neurogenesis and increased genomic stability. MBD1 knockout mice show consistent impairment of neurogenesis and deficits in learning ability (Zhao et al. 2003). One explanation is that MBD1 can directly bind to the hypermethylated promoter of basic fibroblast growth factor 2 (Fg2), an essential growth factor for neural development. The loss of MBD1 induces hypomethylation of the Fgf2 promoter and increases its expression in adult NSCs, which causes differentiation arrest (Li et al. 2008).

MeCP2 is another well-studied MBP since its discovery more than two decades ago (Lewis et al. 1992). Highly expressed in the brain, MeCP2 is known to regulate the maturation and proper function of the CNS (Shahbazian et al. 2002). MeCP2-deficient mice appear to be normal during early postnatal neurogenesis but show impaired neuronal maturation (Smrt et al. 2007). Transitioning neurons with DCX and NeuN double-positive are held in neuronal maturation (Smrt et al. 2002). MeCP2-deficient mice appear to be normal more than two decades ago (Lewis et al. 1992). Highly expressed in the brain, MeCP2 is known to regulate the maturation and proper function of the CNS (Shahbazian et al. 2002). MeCP2-deficient mice appear to be normal during early postnatal neurogenesis but show impaired neuronal maturation (Smrt et al. 2007). Transitioning neurons with DCX and NeuN double-positive are held in neuronal maturation (Smrt et al. 2007). One explanation is that MBD1 can directly bind to the hypermethylated promoter of basic fibroblast growth factor 2 (Fg2), an essential growth factor for neural development. The loss of MBD1 induces hypomethylation of the Fgf2 promoter and increases its expression in adult NSCs, which causes differentiation arrest (Li et al. 2008).

MeCP2 is another well-studied MBP since its discovery more than two decades ago (Lewis et al. 1992). Highly expressed in the brain, MeCP2 is known to regulate the maturation and proper function of the CNS (Shahbazian et al. 2002). MeCP2-deficient mice appear to be normal during early postnatal neurogenesis but show impaired neuronal maturation (Smrt et al. 2007). Transitioning neurons with DCX and NeuN double-positive are held in neuronal maturation (Smrt et al. 2007). One of the best-known MeCP2 targets is brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which has been characterized extensively to regulate several aspects of neurogenesis, such as NSC proliferation and differentiation (Murray and Holmes 2011). The expression of BDNF is heavily regulated by promoter DNA methylation and is sensitive to Dnmt levels (Chen et al. 2003; Martinowich et al. 2003). MeCP2 physically occupies the hypermethylated BDNF promoter, and DNA demethylation in response to neuronal activity dissociates MeCP2 (Martinowich et al. 2003). On the other hand, MeCP2 is subjected to post-translational modifications, such as phosphorylation on Ser421, changing its affinity to the BDNF promoter (Zhou et al. 2006). Recent genome-wide profiling of MeCP2 revealed that MeCP2 S421 phosphorylation occurs globally in response to neuronal stimulation and participates in dendritic development and key neurological responses (Cohen et al. 2011). MeCP2 misregulation leads to severe consequences, including Rett syndrome and autism (Amir et al. 1999, Ramocki et al. 2009).

**DNA hydroxymethylation/demethylation**

DNA methylation was long viewed as a permanent and irreversible modification until the recent discovery that ten-eleven translocation 1 (TET1), a 2-oxoglutarate [2OG]-dependent and Fe (II)-dependent enzyme, catalyzes conversion of 5mC to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) (Kriaucionis and Heintz 2009; Tahiliani et al. 2009; Ito et al. 2010). Although controversial, the presence of 5hmC in the mammalian genome was initially reported more than two decades ago (Penn et al. 1972). Rao and colleagues (Iyer et al. 2009) applied in silico tools to search for the homolog of J-binding proteins (JBPs), which can oxidize the methyl group of thymine to generate 5-hydroxymethyluracil (5hmU). The Tet family, including Tet1–3 in mammalian cells, was found by Kriaucionis and Heintz (2009) to be highly enriched in Purkinje neurons from mouse cerebella. This intriguing observation suggests a unique role for 5hmC in neuronal function. In fact, the level of 5hmC is ~10 times higher in various brain tissues, such as Purkinje neurons and DG in hippocampus (Kriaucionis and Heintz 2009, Munzel et al. 2010; Song et al. 2011; Szulwach et al. 2011b, Mellen et al. 2012), as well as ESCs than in other tissues (Ito et al. 2010; Pastor et al. 2011; Szulwach et al. 2011a; Yu et al. 2012). Subsequent studies went on to reveal that Tet proteins can further oxidize 5hmC to 5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxycytosine (5caC), giving us a completely new perspective on the plasticity of 5mC-dependent processes (Fig. 2; Ito et al. 2010, 2011; He et al. 2011). 5caC can be successively excised by thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG) to generate an abasic site, which can then be repaired to a cytosine by the base excision repair (BER) pathway (He et al. 2011; Ito et al. 2011; Pfaffeneder et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2012). Based on these data, it becomes increasingly clear that cytosine modifications are highly dynamic, and active DNA methylation/demethylation could orches-

![Figure 2. Dynamic DNA methylation/demethylation pathways. Cytosines (C) can be methylated by DNMTs into 5mC. 5mC can then be oxidized into 5hmC by Tet proteins in a 2OG-dependent and Fe (II)-dependent manner. Tet proteins can further oxidize the 5hmC to 5fC and 5caC. Both 5fC and 5caC can be successively excised by TDG to generate an abasic site, which can be converted back to a cytosine by the BER pathway.](image-url)
treat with other epigenetic mechanisms to control gene expression.

The role of active DNA methylation/demethylation in neurogenesis was first suggested by the finding that Gadd45b [growth arrest and DNA damage-inducible protein 45b] is an early responder to various stimuli in the hippocampus, such as electroconvulsive treatment (ECT), and promotes adult neurogenesis [Ma et al. 2009]. GADD45 family members have been implicated in active DNA demethylation in various systems [Barreto et al. 2007; Rai et al. 2008]. Ma et al. [2009] showed that Gadd45b could induce promoter DNA demethylation of several genes involved in neurogenesis, including BDNF and Fgf. Gadd45b knockout mice demonstrated attenuated dendritic growth after ECT compared with wild type, indicating a key role for Gadd45b in active DNA demethylation during adult neurogenesis [Ma et al. 2009]. However, whether GADD45-mediated DNA demethylation involves a TET-mediated hydroxylation/oxidation pathway remains to be determined.

5hmC in neurodevelopment and neurogenesis

Recent genome-wide 5hmC profiling studies suggest that 5hmC has both a temporal and spatial distribution during neurodevelopment and aging [Song et al. 2011; Szulwach et al. 2011b; Mellen et al. 2012]. Comparing 5hmC levels and distribution at different stages of postnatal neurodevelopment revealed an age-dependent acquisition of 5hmC in both the cerebellum and hippocampus. The acquisition of 5hmC in a number of neurodevelopmentally activated genes does not coincide with a concomitant loss of 5mC, arguing that 5hmC is not solely a transient oxidation product of 5mC but rather is a stable modification that could play its own role in gene regulation in the brain [Szulwach et al. 2011b; Hahn et al. 2013]. Furthermore, tissue-specific differentially hydroxymethylated regions (DhMRs) associated with different ages were identified. Intriguingly, the >6000 DhMRs that were found in the 6-wk-old, but not P7, cerebellum persist until 1 year of age, confirming that 5hmC serves as a stable and long-term epigenetic modification in the brain [Szulwach et al. 2011b]. Mellen et al. [2012] took advantage of translating ribosome affinity purification (TRAP) coupled with a high-throughput sequencing technique to profile cell type-specific transcriptomes in mouse cerebella, including Purkinje cells (PCs), GCs, and the Bergmann glia (BG). Whole-genome 5hmC mapping was also conducted in specific cell types from fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)-enriched nuclei. Although the exact correlation of 5hmC distribution with gene expression is still under debate, results clearly show that cell-specific active gene transcription coincides with enriched 5hmC and depleted 5mC on gene bodies [Mellen et al. 2012]. Thus, the active role of 5hmC in regulating cell-specific gene expression may well explain the high abundance of 5hmC observed in the brain.

Emerging evidence suggests that dynamic cytosine modifications are involved in neurogenesis. Guo et al. [2011] demonstrated that 5hmC converted by TET1 from 5mC is more prone to undergo deamination than 5mC by the AID [activation-induced deaminase]/APOBEC [apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme complex] family of cytidine deaminases. The deamination product 5hmU triggers the BER pathway to be turned back to 5mC to complete the demethylation cycle [Guo et al. 2011]. Overexpression of Tet1 or AID in the DG significantly decreased CpG methylation levels on two neuronal activity-related genes, Bdnf and Fgf11b, but had no obvious effect on the promoter of nonneuronal genes, such as Fgf11G, which leads to differential gene activation.

5hmC and chromatin remodeling during neurogenesis have also been examined recently [Hahn et al. 2013]. Immunohistochemistry staining showed elevated 5hmC levels in differentiated neurons compared with adjacent NSCs in the SVZ during embryonic neurogenesis. Interestingly, no 5mC reduction is seen, consistent with the notion that 5hmC is a stable and independent epigenetic modification in the brain. The gain of 5hmC was largely on the neuronal gene body, with no evidence of substantial DNA demethylation, and was anti-correlated with repressive histone markers, such as H3K27me3. Overexpression of Tet3 and Tet2, two abundant Tet proteins in the embryonic cortex, induces early neuronal differentiation. There is a synergistic effect with simultaneous depletion of Ezh2, a PcG complex component and histone modifier responsible for adding H3K27me3. The inhibition of Tet proteins or overexpression of Ezh2 prevents differentiation. These loss-of-function and gain-of-function studies clearly demonstrate cross-talk between different epigenetic modifications and, most importantly, highlight a potential role for 5hmC in neurogenesis [Hahn et al. 2013].

Tet proteins in neurogenesis

Since the discovery of Tets and 5hmC, their roles in mouse ESCs and development have been studied extensively. Both Tet1 and Tet2 are highly expressed in mouse ESCs, and transient knockdown of Tet1 or Tet2 results in promoter methylation or histone modification changes and down-regulates pluripotent genes, such as Nanog [Ito et al. 2010; Ficz et al. 2011; Williams et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2011b]. In mouse ESCs, the depletion of Tet1 diminishes 5hmC levels at transcription start sites, whereas Tet2 depletion is primarily associated with gene body 5hmC depletion [Huang et al. 2014]. Tet1 is noted to possess a dual role in both the activation and repression of its target genes, possibly depending on its binding cofactors or coordinating with other epigenetic modifiers [Fig. 3; Williams et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2011b]. Among these, Ogt [O-linked N-acetylgalactosamine [O-GlcNAc] transferase] [Chen et al. 2013; Deplus et al. 2013; Vella et al. 2013], Nanog [Costa et al. 2013], and PARP1 [poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase-1] [Doerge et al. 2012] may be involved in TET-mediated gene activation. In contrast, SIN3A could be serving as a corepressor for TET-mediated gene silencing [Williams et al. 2011]. Intriguingly, however, Tet1 knockout mice appear to be normal, viable, and fertile, suggesting their compatibility with embryonic and postnatal development [Dawlaty...
methyltransferase SET1/COMPASS complex, to generate an active chromatin state. Tet2 is known to recruit PARP1 to pluripotent loci, such as the Nanog promoter. Tet protein may also antagonize transcriptional repressors, such as DNMTs, to activate gene promoters. By directly interacting with Nanog, Tet proteins are recruited to Nanog target loci and regulate genes that are related to pluripotency and lineage commitment, possibly by altering the 5hmC status on those loci. Meanwhile, Tet1 can recruit histone modifiers such as OGT, which can then recruit and GlcNAcylate HCF1 (host cell factor 1), a component of the H3K4 methyltransferase SET1/COMPASS complex, to generate an active chromatin state. Tet2 is known to recruit PARP1 to pluripotent loci, such as the Nanog promoter. Tet protein may also antagonize transcriptional repressors, such as DNMTs, to the active gene promoters. Tet1 is found to colocalize with SIN3A and Polycomb-repressive complexes and possibly generate a repressive histone environment by H3K27 methylation and histone deacetylation.

Several recent studies have also begun to explore the roles of Tet proteins and their cofactors in neurogenesis. Zhang et al. (2013) showed that there is a 45% decrease of NSCs in the SGZ of Tet1 knockout mice compared with wild-type controls, and neurospheres isolated from Tet1 knockout mice demonstrate growth defects in vitro. Mechanistically, 39 genes are found to be both hypermethylated and down-regulated in NSCs isolated from the DG of adult Tet1 knockout mice. Many of those genes are involved in NSC proliferation, such as Galanin, Ng2, and Ngb [Zhang et al. 2013]. Rudenko et al. [2013] found that Tet1 knockout mice exhibit impaired memory extinction and abnormally increased hippocampal long-term depression. Multiple neuronal activity-regulated genes, including Npas4, experience promoter hypermethylation and diminished expression [Rudenko et al. 2013]. Kaas et al. [2013] overexpressed both the wild-type and catalytic dead forms of Tet1 in the mouse hippocampus. While only overexpression of the Tet1 wild-type form globally altered the modified cytosine, surprisingly, both the Tet1 wild-type and catalytic dead forms changed the expression levels of a spectrum of genes that is involved in neuronal memory-associated genes and impairs contextual fear memory, indicating potential Tet functions independent of its enzymatic activity [Kaas et al. 2013]. By manipulating a set of related genes in Xenopus, Xu et al. [2012] found that Tet3 works as a transcriptional regulator in early eye development and neurodevelopment. Morpholino antisense oligo depletion of Tet3 greatly inhibits master neuronal development genes, such as Pax6, Rx, and Six6 in the eye. Neuronal markers, such as Ngn2 and Tubb2b, as well as the neural crest markers Sox9 and Snail were also found to be repressed [Xu et al. 2012]. These findings together indicate independent but interactive roles of Tet proteins in neurogenesis.

**Tet-interacting partners and 5hmC readers in neurogenesis**

Isocitrate dehydrogenases (IDHs) catalyze oxidative decarboxylation of isocitrate to produce α-KG, which is required for TET oxygenase activity [Xu et al. 2011a]. It has been suggested that IDH deletions or mutations cause global 5hmC loss and are associated with lower-grade diffuse astrocytic glioma or glioblastoma [Parsons et al. 2008; Gorovets et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2012; Liang et al. 2013; Losman et al. 2013]. Although the role of IDHs in neurogenesis remains to be studied, it is clear that IDHs, along with Tet proteins, are involved in the regulation of 5hmC production in the brain. Another enzyme, Ogt, was found to interact directly with Tet proteins [Deplus et al. 2013; Vella et al. 2013]. Ogt relies on Tet proteins to bind to chromatin and GlcNAcylate host cell factor 1 [HCF1], a component of the H3K4 methyltransferase SET1/COMPASS complex, as well as trigger histone2B Ser112 GlcNAcylation [Fig. 3]. Indeed, overexpression of Ogt increases the percentage of neurons exhibiting axon branching and the numbers of axonal filopodia [Francisco et al. 2009]. Ogt is found to primarily reside in neuronal cell bodies and gradually declines during developmental stages and adulthood [Liu et al. 2012]. These findings suggest a potential role for Ogt in neurogenesis. Given the role of Tet proteins and 5hmC in neurogenesis, more systematic identification of Tet-interacting proteins in the brain is definitely warranted.

Unlike MBPs, which have been extensively characterized, the identification and characterization of specific 5hmC-binding proteins (5hmC readers) have only just begun. Recent studies suggest that many MBPs might have a dual capacity to interact with 5hmC as well. For example, MeCP2 binds to 5hmC in vitro. The MeCP2...
R113C mutation found in Rett syndrome patients abolishes its ability to bind to 5hmC, implying a pathological role of 5hmC misinterpretation by its readers [Mellen et al. 2012]. Although controversial, this observation suggests an interesting model in which MeCP2 could serve as a bridge to connect these cytosine variants and systematically control the transcription events. MeCP2 was originally thought to play a repressive role in transcription by binding and securing the hypermethylated promoters and recruiting repressive histone methyltransferase [Fuks et al. 2003]. However, Zoghbi and colleagues [Chahrour et al. 2008] found that MeCP2 could possess dual regulatory roles in transcription by interacting with distinct cofactors. By specifically binding to the transcriptional activator CREB1 [cAMP response element-binding protein 1], MeCP2 could positively up-regulate certain genes, such as G-protein-regulated inducer of neurite outgrowth 1 (Gprn1) and opioid receptor s1 (Oprk1) [Chahrour et al. 2008]. Consistently, recent work from the Jaenisch laboratory [Li et al. 2013] showed global transcription repression in the absence of MeCP2 in human neurons. In their studies, genes with higher ratios of 5hmC to 5mC were more likely to be down-regulated in neurons. Thus, it is possible that by coordinating with 5mC or 5hmC in different genes, MeCP2 could positively or negatively regulate differential gene expression simultaneously to achieve neuronal plasticity. MBD3 can also colocalize with Tet1 and 5hmC in ESCs, displaying a preference for 5hmC over 5mC [Yildirim et al. 2011]. Spruijt et al. (2013) applied large-scale quantitative mass spectrometry-based proteomics to identify cytosine derivatives’ binding proteins in ESCs, NPCs, and the adult mouse brain. Many binding proteins identified display cell/tissue or modification-specificity, at least in vitro. For example, Uhrf2, a E3 ubiquitin protein ligase, was found to specifically bind to 5hmC, not 5mC, in NPCs. Uhrf2 is up-regulated and highly expressed upon differentiation but is not expressed in mouse ESCs [Pichler et al. 2011]. In mouse brains, Dlx1 exclusively interacts with 5mC, while Wdr76 and Thy28 are 5hmC-specific readers. These data indicate a widespread network intertwined with partially overlapping readers of cytosine derivatives, and these readers can selectively bind to distinct derivatives within different cellular contexts to ensure proper functions. Some known positive and negative neurogenic regulators involved in cytosine modifications and their target genes are summarized in Figure 4. It will be important to identify specific readers in the context of neurogenesis to further our understanding of epigenetic regulation in neurogenesis.

Besides 5hmC, 5fC and 5caC have also been identified in the Tet-mediated DNA demethylation pathway; however, due to the extremely low abundance of 5fC and 5caC in the genome, their functional roles have not been systematically explored [Ito et al. 2010, 2011; He et al. 2011]. Genome-wide 5fC/5caC profiling suggests that 5fC expression preferentially overlaps with poised enhancers over other distal regulatory elements. The loss of Tdg results in the accumulation of 5fC at those loci in ESCs [Shen et al. 2013; Song et al. 2013]. Since the abundance of 5fC/5caC is relatively higher in the brain than in other tissues, it would be interesting to explore their functions in neurogenesis using the tools that have been developed for these modifications [Song et al. 2012].

Histone modifications

One-hundred-forty-seven base pairs of DNA wrap around an octamer of histone proteins, which consists of two copies of histone variants [including H2A, H2B, H3, and H4], to form a nucleosome. The N-terminal tails of histone proteins are subjected to dynamic post-translational modifications, including methylation, acetylation, ubiquitination, phosphorylation, SUMOylation, ADP-ribosylation, and glycosylation [Bernstein et al. 2007; Kouzarides 2007; Ruthenburg et al. 2007; Margueron and Reinberg 2010]. These histone codes provide binding docks for gene activators or repressors, which manipulate the chromatin structure and determine the accessibility of their underlying DNA sequence. Differently modified histones could have cross-talk with DNA modification factors to give rise to a complicated system for accurately regulating gene expression [Pattaroni and Jacob 2013]. Both histone methylation and acetylation are known to play roles in regulating neurogenesis [Hsieh and Eisch 2010,
Ma et al. 2010; Pereira et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2011b; Jobe et al. 2012).

**Histone methylation/demethylation in neurogenesis**

Dynamic histone methylation and demethylation of lysine or arginine residues are catalyzed by a spectrum of histone methyltransferases (HMTs) and histone demethylases (HDMs) and correlate with either an activated or a repressive transcriptional environment (Mosammaparast and Shi 2010; Black et al. 2012). The PcG and Trithorax (TrxG) complexes are antagonistic chromatin complexes that are organized into large multisubunits to bind to specific regions of DNA and direct the post-translational modification of histone [Ringrose and Paro 2007; Schuettengruber et al. 2007]. Ezh2 from the PcG PRC2 (Polycomb-repressive complex 2) complex is responsible for generating repressive H3K27me3, which can be read by the PcG PRC1 complex (Schwart and Pirrotta 2007). PcG-mediated repression can be dynamically counteracted by the TrxG group, which is responsible for generating active histone modifications such as H3K4me3, which can be generated by a TrxG component, Mll1 (Schuettengruber et al. 2011). During neocortical development, PcG plays pivotal roles in the NSC neurogenic-to-astrogenic transition by epigenetically regulating expression of the specific neurogenic gene Neurogenin 1 ([Ng1]). Depletion of PcG components, such as Ring1b or Ezh2, resulted in an extended neurogenic phase and delayed onset of astrogenesis [Hirabayashi et al. 2009]. This notion was further supported by additional observation that deletion of Ezh2 largely removed H3K27me3 markers, derepressed a large panel of genes, and delicately altered the balance between self-renewal and differentiation as well as the timing of neurogenesis (Pereira et al. 2010). Another PcG component, Bmi1, is critical for neurogenesis in the SVZ. Depletion of Bmi1 results in the up-regulation of the cell cycle inhibitor p16 and causes a sharp depletion of NSCs both in vitro and in vivo. However, the proliferation of transient amplifying cells from the gut and forebrain as well as in vitro culture is largely unaffected in the absence of Bmi1, indicating that differential epigenetic regulatory mechanisms function in distinct stages of neurogenesis [Molofsky et al. 2003]. On the other hand, Bmi1 over-expression appears to promote the proliferation of adult SVZ NPCs and maintain their developmental potential [Fasano et al. 2007]. Mll1 is expressed in the SVZ and OB and is required for the proliferation and neurogenesis of NSCs residing in these regions. NSCs from an Mll1-deficient SVZ display severe impairment in neuronal differentiation. Dlx2, a homeodomain-containing transcription factor that regulates neuronal differentiation, is silenced in the absence of Mll1. At a molecular level, H3K4me3 is associated with the Dlx2 promoter in differentiated neurons; however, both H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 are found to be associated with the Dlx2 promoter when Mll1 is depleted, suggesting a key role for Mll1 in resolving bivalent modifications on the Dlx2 promoter and establishing an active transcriptional environment during differentiation (Lim et al. 2009). G9a histone methyltransferase, which generates the repressive histone mark H3K9me3, is expressed in the mouse retina through development. The loss of G9a in retina progenitor cells leads to a failure of terminal differentiation accompanied by several key genes being up-regulated and the loss of H3K9me3 [Katoh et al. 2012]. Another H3K9me3 methyltransferase, SUV39H1, can be degraded by BDNF-mediated and nerve growth factor (NGF)-mediated signal cascades, which could promote the binding of the transcription factor CREB to DNA to enhance its regulated genes for neurite outgrowth (Sen and Snyder 2011).

Lysine-specific demethylase 1 (LSD1) was the first H3K4me3 lysine demethylase identified, leading to a completely novel view of histone dynamic regulation [Shi et al. 2004]. Knockdown of LSD1 or inhibition of its activity leads to reduced NSC proliferation in the adult DG or in vitro culture [Sun et al. 2010]. LSD1 can be recruited by the nuclear receptor TLX to its target genes for repression, and double knockdown of LSD1 and TLX rescues the proliferation arrest in NSCs (Sun et al. 2010). Jmjd3, another class of H3K27me3 demethylase, is required for neuronal differentiation. The silencing mediator for retinoid or thyroid hormone receptors (SMRT) binds to the promoter of the Jmjd3 gene in NSCs, and depletion of SMRT results in the derepression of Jmjd3. Up-regulation of Jmjd3 demethylates a number of neuronal genes, including Dcx, Nkxx2.2, and Dlx5, causing neuronal differentiation [Fig. 4; Jepsen et al. 2007]. In summary, proper histone methylation/demethylation is required to ensure that the correct set of genes is expressed in different neurogenic stages, and misregulation of this process often leads to severe neurological diseases [Nimura et al. 2010].

**Histone acetylation/deacetylation in neurogenesis**

Histone acetylation occurs at lysine residues and is catalyzed by histone acetyltransferases [HATs]. Like histone methylation, histone acetylation is a reversible process triggered by histone deacetylases [HDACs] (Yang and Seto 2007). Both HATs and HDACs are known to be involved in neurogenesis. For example, the MYST family HAT Querkopf (Qkf, Mysyt4, and Morf) is highly expressed in the RMS (Merson et al. 2006). Querkopf is also involved in cerebral cortex development. In the mouse retina through development. The loss of G9a in retina progenitor cells leads to a failure of terminal differentiation accompanied by several key genes being up-regulated and the loss of H3K9me3 [Katoh et al. 2012]. Another H3K9me3 methyltransferase, SUV39H1, can be degraded by BDNF-mediated and nerve growth factor (NGF)-mediated signal cascades, which could promote the binding of the transcription factor CREB to DNA to enhance its regulated genes for neurite outgrowth (Sen and Snyder 2011).

Lysine-specific demethylase 1 (LSD1) was the first H3K4me3 lysine demethylase identified, leading to a completely novel view of histone dynamic regulation [Shi et al. 2004]. Knockdown of LSD1 or inhibition of its activity leads to reduced NSC proliferation in the adult DG or in vitro culture [Sun et al. 2010]. LSD1 can be recruited by the nuclear receptor TLX to its target genes for repression, and double knockdown of LSD1 and TLX rescues the proliferation arrest in NSCs (Sun et al. 2010). Jmjd3, another class of H3K27me3 demethylase, is required for neuronal differentiation. The silencing mediator for retinoid or thyroid hormone receptors (SMRT) binds to the promoter of the Jmjd3 gene in NSCs, and depletion of SMRT results in the derepression of Jmjd3. Up-regulation of Jmjd3 demethylates a number of neuronal genes, including Dcx, Nkxx2.2, and Dlx5, causing neuronal differentiation [Fig. 4; Jepsen et al. 2007]. In summary, proper histone methylation/demethylation is required to ensure that the correct set of genes is expressed in different neurogenic stages, and misregulation of this process often leads to severe neurological diseases [Nimura et al. 2010].

Histone acetylation occurs at lysine residues and is catalyzed by histone acetyltransferases [HATs]. Like histone methylation, histone acetylation is a reversible process triggered by histone deacetylases [HDACs] (Yang and Seto 2007). Both HATs and HDACs are known to be involved in neurogenesis. For example, the MYST family HAT Querkopf (Qkf, Mysyt4, and Morf) is highly expressed in the SVZ, and its deficiency in mice leads to cumulative defects in adult neurogenesis in vivo. Specifically, the number of OB interneurons is significantly reduced, accompanied by a lower number of migrating neuroblasts in the RMS [Merson et al. 2006]. Querkopf is also involved in embryonic neurogenesis, since mice carrying a mutated Querkopf have defects in cerebral cortex development [Thomas and Voss 2004]. CREB-binding protein (CBP), another HAT, is also critical in embryonic neural differentiation [Wang et al. 2010; Tsui et al. 2014].

In mammals, there are 18 HDACs with differential expression in various tissues. For instance, HDAC2 is up-regulated during NSC differentiation into neurons, whereas HDAC1 is found primarily in glial cells in the adult brain [MacDonald and Roskams 2008]. In a separate study, HDAC1 and HDAC2 were found to work redun-
dantly to control neuronal development, and deletion of both forms causes severe hippocampal abnormalities [Montgomery et al. 2009]. TLX, a transcription factor that is essential for NSC proliferation and self-renewal, recruits HDACs to its target genes, such as p21 and Pten, and plays a positive role in neuronal growth [Sun et al. 2007]. Thus, different HDACs may play unique roles in different stages or different cell types during neurogenesis. However, the precise mechanism behind how the proper HDAC is chosen during this process requires further investigation.

Consistent with the fact that HDACs influence a variety of intrinsic pathways during neurogenesis, many pharmacological HDAC inhibitors are found to regulate neurogenesis. Trichostatin A [TSA], a well-known HDAC inhibitor, was found to reduce neurogenesis both in vivo and in vitro. In this process, TSA plays an opposite role at the transcriptional level by either promoting Bmp2 or inhibiting Smad7 at the same time [Shaked et al. 2008]. These data support the notion that HDACs can simultaneously regulate genes that control different lineage specificities either positively or negatively to fulfill cellular commitment. In addition, valproic acid [VPA], another inhibitor of HDAC, was found to induce neuronal differentiation of adult hippocampal neural progenitors, whereas it inhibited astrocyte and oligodendrocyte differentiation. VPA treatment also induces the expression of NeuroD, a neurogenic transcription factor that promotes neuronal but suppresses glial differentiation [Hsieh et al. 2004]. Our understanding of HDAC inhibitors, especially their precise roles on different HDACs in neurogenesis, is clearly still limited, however, the data above point to a viable solution for developing pharmacological treatments for patients suffering from neurological disorders related to abnormal neurogenesis.

ncRNAs in neurogenesis

Crick [1970] proposed the central dogma that the flow of genetic information within a biological system should be from DNA to RNA to protein. Now we know that only 2% of transcribed RNAs will eventually be translated into proteins, making the vast majority of transcripts “noncoding” [Consortium et al. 2012]. However, except for the RNAs involved in translation, such as rRNA and tRNA, other ncRNAs, termed regulatory RNAs, can play a variety of roles in fine-tuning gene expression [Erdmann et al. 2001]. Among these RNAs, miRNA (Filipowicz et al. 2008; Bartel 2009; Krol et al. 2010) and IncRNA (Batista and Chang 2013; Fatica and Bozzoni 2014) have been explored extensively in recent years.

miRNAs in neurogenesis

The first described miRNA, lin-4, can negatively regulate its target gene, LIN-14, during different developmental phases in Caenorhabditis elegans [Lee et al. 1993]. The identification of the first miRNA conserved across species, let-7, opened the door for remarkable advances in the field of miRNA research dating from 2000 [Pasquinelli et al. 2000]. miRNAs are usually derived from endogenous transcripts to first form primary miRNAs [pri-miRNAs], which can be processed by the RNase III endonuclease Drosha to become precursor miRNAs [pre-miRNAs]. After being transported into cytoplasm, pre-miRNAs further associate with Dicer, another RNase III endonuclease, resulting in an ~22-base-pair [bp] mature miRNA duplex [Filipowicz et al. 2008; Jinek and Doudna 2009; Fabian et al. 2010; Huntzinger and Izaurralde 2011]. One strand of mature miRNA integrates into RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), which includes Argonaute [AGOs] and GW182 proteins, and silences its mRNA targets based on imperfect base pair matching [Rana 2007; Huttuagner and Simard 2008; Jinek and Doudna 2009; Amers and Zamore 2013]. The roles of specific miRNAs in neurogenesis have been reviewed extensively elsewhere [Liu and Zhao 2009; Li and Jin 2010; Shi et al. 2010; Kawahara et al. 2012; Lang and Shi 2012, Singh et al. 2014], so we only focus on the latest developments in miRNA biogenesis, function, and cross-talk with other epigenetic mechanisms for their potential impact on neurogenesis.

Since miRNAs play indispensable roles in neurogenesis, the disruption of the general miRNA biogenesis pathway could impact normal neurodevelopment. This notion is supported by the finding that Dicer deletion in a subset of RGs around mouse E14 results in overproduction of cortical neurons. Interestingly, many of the abnormal neurons are actually produced postnatally, indicating a role for Dicer in the transition of active embryonic RGs to the quiescent adult form [Nowakowski et al. 2013]. In addition, both Drosophila and A. thaliana may also regulate neurogenesis [Pepper et al. 2009; Knuckle et al. 2012; Ouchi et al. 2013]. Moreover, other miRNA biogenesis regulators are found to be involved in the modulation of neurogenesis. For example, Lin28 controls the biogenesis of the let-7 family by inhibiting their maturation during the precursor stage [Heo et al. 2008]. Recent data suggest that Sox2 can bind to the promoter of Lin28 and positively regulate its expression by inducing histone acetylation. Lin28 then participates in directing neurogenesis by manipulating let-7 levels. Furthermore, overexpression of let-7 can reduce NPC proliferation and inhibit neuronal differentiation [Cimadamore et al. 2013]. Taken together, these data emphasize the importance of a functional miRNA pathway to proper neurogenesis.

Specific miRNAs have been shown to regulate neurogenesis. mir-124 was shown to regulate NSC differentiation in the SVZ by targeting the SRY-box transcription factor Sox9. Overexpression of mir-124 could promote neuronal differentiation, whereas knocking down mir-124 could maintain NSC precursor identity [Cheng et al. 2009]. In particular, the miRNA-mediated feedback regulatory loop mechanism could play important roles in controlling neural cell fate and neurogenesis. It has been shown that let-7d can inhibit NSC proliferation and promote NSC differentiation by modulating the previously established TLX-miR-9 negative regulatory loop [Zhao et al. 2009, 2013]. Let-7d can directly bind to TLX mRNA and inhibit TLX expression post-transcriptionally, adding another layer to the delicate balance between NSC proliferation and differentiation.
Cross-talk between miRNA and other epigenetic regulators in regulating neurogenesis has been actively explored in recent years. Using a proteomics approach, Crabtree and colleagues (Lessard et al. 2007) initially identified a subunit switch of the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex during neurodevelopment. During neurodevelopment, the protein levels of BAF45a and BAF53a, two components in the SWI/SNF complex, decline dramatically and are substituted by their homologs, BAF45b/c and BAF53b (Lessard et al. 2007). A subsequent study from the same group revealed that miR-9 and miR-124, two abundant miRNAs in the brain, are responsible for repressing BAF53a in this transition [Yoo et al. 2009]. The brain-enriched miR-137 also serves as a good example, with two lines of evidence. First, miR-137 expression is epigenetically controlled by MeCP2 and Sox2, and its overexpression and depletion correlate with NSC proliferation and differentiation, respectively. miR-137 targets the H3K27me3 methyltransferase Ezh2, which can lead to the modulation of neurogenesis-related genes [Szulwach et al. 2010]. Second, miR-137 forms a regulatory loop with TLX and LSD1. LSD1 is a direct target of miR-137, and overexpression of miR-137 in mouse embryonic brains leads to premature differentiation accompanied by reduced LSD1 levels. Meanwhile, miR-137 is negatively regulated by transcription factor TLX, showing another example of TLX-mediated neurogenesis [Sun et al. 2011a]. The cross-talk among different epigenetic mechanisms ensures the precise control of neurogenesis and proper neuronal functions.

**lncRNAs in neurogenesis**

lncRNAs are usually >200 bp in length, distinguishing them from most short regulatory RNAs, such as miRNAs. lncRNAs regulate gene expression on the transcriptional level in cis or in trans by interacting with epigenetic modifiers [Fatica and Bozzoni 2014].

The roles of lncRNAs in neurogenesis have just begun to be appreciated. For instance, metastasis-associated lung adenocarcinoma transcript 1 (Malat1) is highly expressed in neurons, and a loss-of-function study in the hippocampus revealed the misregulation of synapse functional genes in the absence of Malat1 [Bernard et al. 2010]. Another example is the coactivator lncRNA Dlx6 opposite strand transcript 1 (Dlx6os1 or Evf2), an antisense RNA in proximity to Dlx6 and Dlx5 [Feng et al. 2006]. Dlx6os1 controls the expression of its adjacent Dlx5 and Dlx6 by recruiting transcription activator Dlx2 and MeCP2. Dlx6os1 mutations show reduced interneurons in the early postnatal hippocampus and DG [Feng et al. 2006; Bond et al. 2009]. More recently, Lin et al. [2014] identified one lncRNA, TUNA (Tcl1 upstream neuron-associated lncRNA), that displays CNS-specific expression and appears to play key roles in neurogenesis and the neuronal functions in zebrafish. Furthermore, TUNA expression is specifically silenced in the striatum in HD patients, implying the possibility of lncRNA in the etiology of neurological and neurodevelopmental disorders [Lin et al. 2014]. With the development of high-throughput RNA sequencing methods, more lncRNAs should be identified, and their comprehensive functions in neurogenesis should be unraveled.

**Emerging roles of RNA modifications**

In addition to DNA and histone modifications, >100 post-transcriptionally modified ribonucleosides have been identified in various types of RNA [Jia et al. 2013]. Furthermore, recent studies also suggest that post-transcriptional RNA modifications could be dynamic and might have functions beyond fine-tuning the structure and function of RNA. These dynamic RNA modifications represent another realm for gene regulation in the form of “RNA epigenetics,” which is just beginning to be explored [Jia et al. 2011].

An example of a functional RNA modification is N6-methyladenosine (m^6^A). m^6^A is a conserved internal modification found in almost all eukaryotic nuclear RNAs as well as in some viral RNAs, such as Rous sarcoma virus, that replicates inside host nuclei [Beemon and Keith 1977; Carroll et al. 1990]. The discoveries of functionally important methylases and demethylases, together with the recently revealed m^6^A distributions in mammalian transcriptionsomes, are strong indicators of regulatory functions for this dynamic modification [Jia et al. 2013; Niu et al. 2013]. Furthermore, a m^6^A-specific reader, YTH domain family 2 (YTHDF2), has been identified and is responsible for the translocation of bound mRNA from translation pools to P bodies for RNA decay [Wang et al. 2014a]. It was shown that the methylation of mRNA related to a developmental regulator could antagonize HuR (an RNA-binding protein that recognizes AU-rich elements on the 3’ untranslated region or mRNA) and facilitate miRNA-mediated gene silencing. The depletion of m^6^A allowed the association of HuR and stabilized these transcripts in mouse ESCs [Fig. 5; Wang et al. 2014b].

The role of m^6^A in neurogenesis remains to be defined; however, the expression of genes involved in m^6^A methylation and demethylation could be differentially regulated during neuronal differentiation, suggesting a potential role for this RNA modification in neurogenesis [P Jin, unpubl.].

**Conclusions**

Neurogenesis is a complex process that is under extensive regulation. Epigenetic mechanisms (including DNA modification, histone modification, and noncoding regulatory RNAs) form vast networks to precisely regulate intrinsic factors (including transcription factors, signaling molecules, and neuronal genes) to maintain NSC proliferation and multipotency and direct cell lineage commitment and terminal neural differentiation in response to extracellular and environmental cues. Many examples discussed in this review suggest that epigenetic mechanisms are involved in all aspects of neurogenesis and that there is extensive cross-talk among distinct epigenetic mechanisms. The development of new technologies, such as high-throughput sequencing and genomic editing, will soon enable significant progress in untangling the details of these epigenetic regulatory mechanisms, especially their internetworking, during neurogenesis.
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